The inherent beauty of the
RockyWall Retaining Wall system is
unsurpassed by any other segmental
block wall available today - matched
only by far more labour intensive,
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time consuming and expensive
stone veneer walls. But RockyWall
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is more than just a pretty face - it can
be used as a replacement for even

New concrete technology
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produces lighter, easier to

applications. Plus, the simple, quick,
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easy construction method and lower
overall costs means RockyWall
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“The Best Retaining Walls On Earth”.

design means rapid start
to finish times.
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Dull, old, gray block?
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Vibrant,new,stylish stone?
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Incredible visual appeal
guarantees complete satisfaction.

The Best Retaining Wall On Earth!

I found RockyWall very easy to
install right from the start.
Because the wall units are
lighter than other retaining walls
and cover more area it went up
quickly and with less effort. I
personally liked the fact that
RockyWall has less builtin
batter, so it creates a more
vertical wall. The material, as
manufactured was of excellent
quality, and the finished wall
looked stunning. Based on my
years of experience in
construction and landscaping I
would definitely recommend
RockyWall to anyone.
Sandy Otto,
Matcon Construction

RockyWall Retaining Walls are
manufactured using labor
intensive wetcast integrated
staining techniques. This
produces a unique natural rock
like face which allows us to
create a retaining wall unlike
any other retaining wall you
have ever seen. The effect is
that of a real ‘rocky’ wall that has
been laboriously hand crafted
with real stone chiseled straight
out of the local quarry.

Manufactured By:
Rocky Mountain Stoneworks Ltd.
26076 31B Avenue
Aldergrove, British Columbia V4W 2Z6
Phone: (604) 8579000
Fax: (604) 8573797
Emai: info@rockymountainstneworks.ca
Web: www.rockymountainstoneworks.ca

The Best Retaining Wall On Earth!

